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Dorothy is a young woman who works for an agency which sends her to promote
and collect money for different charities each month. We first meet her when
she comes to Damian’s school trying to promote and earn money for a charity
called Water Aid. Dorothy takes an assembly in Great Ditton’s prep hall. Her
gimmick to get her to donate money is a bin that can move and talk. Damian
views Dorothy as kind and likes her while Anthony views Dorothy as a suspicious
character and dislikes her. We are looking through the book for good evidence
and bad evidence of Dorothy’s character and behaviour to decide whether
Dorothy is good or bad.

There are several points that suggest Dorothy is, or could be, a good person in
the story. One of these is when she ‘ruffles Damian’s hair’ and ‘winks at him.’
These points may give us the idea that Dorothy is fond of Damian even though
they just met. In addition, she tells the boys’ father that, “I’m much later than I
planned. But I can’t go without helping you to wash up.” This shows that Dorothy
is thoughtful and kind. She also asks Anthony if, “...that is really your school
bag? You’ll give yourself a hernia.” This piece of evidence gives us the idea that
Dorothy cares for the boys’ wellbeing and does not want them to get hurt.

There are, however, several points that suggest about Dorothy’s negatives. One
of those is when Dorothy mentions that she’s “...been living on Pot Noodles for
weeks.” This could be a demonstration of Dorothy’s lifestyle as eating Pot
Noodles for weeks is unhealthy alone. Another example of her negative aspects
is when Dorothy says, “If I won a million pounds I’d put it in a bank and never
shake a tin again.” This is showing a hint of greed in Dorothy’s character and
might be important later in the book. Another quote has her saying, “It’s good to
have a bit of a mask.” This is vital evidence as it hints that Dorothy is not who
she may seem.

After collecting the evidence, I think Dorothy is a bad person because the
positives she has are too general while the negatives give more depth to
Dorothy’s character. The quote that makes me agree with Anthony is when
Dorothy says, “It’s good to have a bit of a mask” as it shows Dorothy is hiding
something. I think Dorothy is going to burgle the Cunninghams and make off
with the money later one.  

Dorothy: Saint or Sinner?

david adebanjo prep VI
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Can you identify these animals from their Kennings poem?



Bubble, trouble, swirl and pop
Mix it with a slimy mop.

Sneak in a dash of lipstick,
One sip of this will make you sick.

Stir in one tail of rat,
Dribble in some blood of bat.

A bottle of chilli sauce  to make you faint,
To make Grandma sob, add brown paint.

 
One eyeball of slug, will turn you green,
Leg of frog, to be like a jumping bean.
Sprinkle in dust to make you sneeze,
To make it sweet, add sap from trees.

When it's done, heat it up,
Serve it in a shiny cup.

George's Marvellous Medicine by Prep III - a class effort
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Samuel Pepys: London's Burning! by Prep I
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Great Ditton Primary School
Great Ditton
Stathford

Ref: Letter from a Concerned Teacher

Dear Mr Cunningham, 

We are aware of your recent bereavement and we think this has had an impact on Damian’s
behaviour. We are also concerned for Damian's safety whilst he is having these incidents. We think
we should be assessing him because his mental health is a worry to us.

In the Art lesson, Damian’s contributions started as valuable but then got too gory and gruesome,
and I had to try to calm him down. Later on, Damian's contributions interrupted our Art lesson
since the children were inspired by his story and drew gory pictures of the saints which I could not
put up on the walls.

Later that day, Damian would not speak a word for the whole lesson and only answered with
actions like nodding or shaking his head, which made me a little concerned.

The next day I waited at the school gate to see Damian walking in with no shoes on. I asked what
was wrong with his shoes and he said, “I’m mortifying my flesh, sir.”

Later that day Damian interrupted the lesson again because he had lots of cuts on his body that
we had to get the medical bag of plasters to treat. Damian said that he was alright and there was
no infection, so please do not worry.

Please fill in and sign the yellow form enclosed in this letter. It is to support your family so please
do not hesitate to ask or request help. When you are finished please send it back when you are
ready for our recommendation.

Your sincerely 

Mr Adam Quinn   
leo fleming prep vi
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Wembley Workhouse
London

8th November 1861

Dear Tip,

I am writing to you to plead with you to escape this musty workhouse Tip.  Do you want to
sew sacks for the rest of your sad life?  Do you?  Wouldn’t you like to run free with me and
live your life again?  I already have a plan.  Come on Tip, escape with me.  Come and see
this beautiful lovely world.

We have to leave the workhouse because every time we wake up it feels like we are sucked
into a black hole.  The days feel like years and the years feel like centuries.  We must
leave, we must!  Thye horrendous food gets stolen so we barely have any.  You will starve
in here.  We might get hyperthermia and freeze to death.  You don’t want to die like that!  I
don’t think so.  I think you want to die a great death after a great life. Only five per cent live
to their eighteenth birthday in this excuse of a so-called house.  It's hell on earth here, you
know that.  

If we escape we would steal fruit from the market.  We could have a contest to see who
could steal the most.  We could walk through town chatting.  We will have a blast!  We
could try to climb trees near the river.  The more we fall in the river, the better!  There’s a
bigger, better world out there.  We could swim in the lake, we can be together, just me and
you.  We can laugh, we can have fun.  You want that, I know you want to escape and live
in this wonderful, lovely, amazing city.  I need to escape, if not I will have this feeling like
a bird trying to get free from this cage.  

Think about it Tip, do you want to go or stay?  Choose a life which will be worth living out
there.  Come on please, are you scared?  Don’t be!

Your friend,

Jim

ruby webb prep v



May your holidays be happy days filled with love and laughter.
And may each day bring joy your way in the year that follows.

A Christmas Wish by Prep II
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Christmas is as red as the sparkly tinsel around my beautifully decorated Christmas tree.
Christmas is as green as the holly on my front door making it look festive.

Christmas is as white and cold as the quaint snowflakes touching my tongue like a soft feather.
Christmas is as gold as the shining star on my tall Christmas tree.

Christmas is as silver as the noisy bells ringing outside my crystal, clean glass window.

What colour is Christmas? by Prep IV
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Christmas is as red as the red berries dangling from the Christmas holly. 
Christmas is as green as the Christmas tree swaying in the ghostly wind. 

Christmas is as gold as the stars twinkling in the midnight sky.
Christmas is as silver as the bells singing songs into the soft air.

Christmas is as white as the snowflakes drifting slowly onto the soft delicate ground.
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Christmas is as red as autumn leaves and as red as lava.
Christmas is as silver as tinsel wrapped around the Christmas tree.
Christmas is as white as snowflakes tumbling onto the icy ground.
Christmas is as gold as Christmas bells chiming through the sky.

Christmas is as green as Christmas trees with shining tinsels and baubles.

Christmas is as gold as tinsel wrapped around the sparkling, beautiful Christmas tree
Christmas is as white as the berries on the mistletoe that hang beneath the trickling bells.

Christmas is as red as Santa who is sneaking into people's houses to give presents.
Christmas is as green as the sparkling beautiful Christmas tree and the green tinsel covering the

beautiful enchanting Christmas tree.
Christmas is as silver as the wrapping paper on presents surrounding the beautiful Christmas tree.

Christmas is as red as a flaming fire warming the chilly house.
Christmas is as green as prickly holly growing up from the bare ground in the forest.

Christmas is as white as a friendly snowman with an orange carrot nose.
Christmas is as silver as sparkly tinsel wrapped around the christmas tree.

Christmas is as gold as beautiful baubles dangling from the christmas tree.
 
 
 



Memories of the Queen by Prep I
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Wembley Workhouse
London

8th November 1861

Dear Tip,

I am writing to you to persuade you to escape with me from this awful, brutal place, where we get whipped
every time we talk.  Come with me Tips, let’s leave this place and we will be free from Mr. Sissons and Mr.
Barrock.

We have to leave the workhouse where we get treated like rubbish all the time.  All the staff are despicable
and they don’t care about our mental or physical health.  They give us small tiny portions of thin, watery
broth.  I can feel this bird inside of my lungs in a cage pleading to escape.  Don’t you want to let the bird free
so it can fly away and see its family again?  If we escape, we can find our families.  

If we run away, we can see the world and have an adventure. You’ll see your family and I’ll see mine.  I’ve
got a plan and if we do it correctly sly cunning foxes roaming around the streets waiting to attack.

Come on Tip, this is our only chance.  I cannot do this without you, we can be free.  Come on, run away with
me.  Do you want to rot away here and die?

Your friend,

Jim

The Workhouse by Prep V

words and image by daniel amorim-hunter
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Appalled!

We had a horrible weekend at Manchester Workhouse!

As soon as we walked to the workhouse we saw dark, grim gates and it smelt like mouldy bread.  It
was disgraceful.  I was expecting formal, friendly staff but instead they were horrible and very
unpleasant.

We were shown to our room where I was looking forward to swan shaped towels.  I thought there
would be a cosy, warm, fluffy bed with cotton sheets and heaters to keep the room warm.  Instead
there was a bunch of dirty rats and I also had to share a bed with a stranger.  I asked if there was
a different room and I was told I should be grateful for that one.  There was a rat trying to crawl
up my leg, it looked like I was dancing while I was trying to throw it off!  I was disgusted!  

The restaurant was horrible.  I wanted to get a full English breakfast and hot chocolate with
whipped cream on the top.  They gave me a piece of rotten bread and broth, which one of the
guests stole.  I just wanted to go home and forget this unpleasant holiday.  I was still so hungry as
they had just given me leftovers.  There was one thing I hadn't noticed before - there were no men!  
Why did they split us up?  My day could not have been any worse!  

I had to keep my hopes up so I asked where the swimming pool was as I needed to relax.  The rude
matron told me that there was no such thing.  She told me to go and sew, do the laundry or cook.
Even as a girl I hated doing all of this.  After doing my twelve hours of work I felt exhausted, as I
had just done some hard labour.  I asked if I could have a break while working and they said I
would only get bread and water as a punishment for stopping work.

Overall I was very disappointed.  I was so glad we were leaving.  I would not recommend the
workhouse!

Ayesha Yusuf Prep V wrote a review
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The Iron Man by Prep IV

a collective class art project


